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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Of all the extant literature of Ancient Greece, one of the most cautiously 

interpreted and fiercely debated genres is Iambus. The earliest surviving representative 

of this genre is the poetry of Archilochus. This poet has intrigued scholars because of his 

biting wit, his vivid descriptions of the carnal, his apparent personal involvement in 

disreputable activities, and his fragmentary corpus. 

The purpose of this contribution to the long-standing debate concerning 

Archilochus and his poetry is three-fold. First, I will review relevant scholarship to date, 

paying particular attention to what Snell and Rankin see as the interior mode of 

Archilochus' poetry. This concept of interiority, I will show, is an inadequate means of 

understanding the intricacies of Archilochean verse; a more suitable explanation is 

needed. Second, in response to this need, I will consider the ideas of Kenneth Dover on 

Ihc naUirc of primitive song, and examine how they have been used by Gregory Nagy and 

Martin West. I will argue that the scholarship on Archilochus presents a bard whose 

poetry is largely communal and traditional. 

Third, in light of this argument, I will present a text of Archilochus' longest 

fragment, the "Cologne Epode." The text I will use to make my emendations is that 

found in Campbell's Greek Lyric Poetry, where the "Cologne Epode" is printed as an 

Appendix. Alongside this text I will include a limited commentary that will illuminate 

the reasons for my revisions. In order to make sense of this long fragment, I will argue 

that it helps to consider modern literary theory with regard to the structure of the folktale. 



Furthermore, to explain some of the problems of the text, I will examine the poetry's 

relation to the culture in which it arose. In considering the Epode I will refer to theories 

of Vladimir Propp as well as the principles of dialogism presented by Mikhail Bakhtin. 

Because this is the longest extant fragment of the corpus, a more complete understanding 

of it will be of assistance in deciphering the rest of Archilochean verse. In the end, I will 

demonstrate that this important fragment helps to define the whole of Archilochus' poetry 

as well as the early Greek genre. Iambus. 



CHAPTER II 

ARCHILOCHUS IN CONTEXT 

The first step in this undertaking is to explain what Iambus is, a task easier said 

than done. Bruno Sncll, in the Discovery of the Mind, proposes that iambus, especially 

that of Archilochus, is the poetry of a quasi-romantic individualist. He argues that lyric 

poetry (in which genre he includes Archilochus' verse) developed in the Greek world 

after epic and before drama (Snell 43). He further suggests that each successive mode of 

poetry introduced a more sophisticated understanding of the self. Snell argues that the 

self-consciousness of Archilochean verse is most readily apparent in the poet's reaction 

to a blocked object of desire, for example, unfulfilled love. He states, "In all likelihood 

. . . Archilochus does not, like Homer, act the part of a spectator observing the 

consequences of futile love in others, but he gives us a description of his own unhappy 

love" (Snell 52). Snell then links the idea of unrequited love to that of a blocked object 

of desire and contends that this idea fuels Archilochus' famous scurrilous attacks (53). 

According to Snell, the idea of the blocked object of desire, as it applies to unrequited 

love and its result, namely righteous indignation, are the impetus for what he argues is the 

self-consciousness of Archilochus' poems (55). Archilochus seems to be a writer of 

satires of the same kind as those of the Roman poet, Juvenal, a man fueled by a hatred for 

things which are not "right" from his point of view. Snell suggests that the.se themes 

(love and anger) cannot be explored other than by a poet who is writing self-consciously 

(53). In other words, Archilochus must be relating his own personal experience. 
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The fundamental problem with Snell's understanding of Archilochus as a highly 

self-conscious author lies in the misinterpretation of the poet's u.se of the first person in 

his compositions. Snell betrays his position when he writes, "As compared with the 

grave problem of identity which the name of Homer continues to pose, the lyricists 

announce their own names; they speak about themselves and become recognizable as 

personalities" (44). H. D. Rankin follows Snell and also views Archilochus as a narrator 

of personal experience and reveals his bias with the first sentence of his Archilochus of 

Paros; "His fragments leave us in no doubt that Archilochus as poet and as man was 

turbulent and fierce" (1). Obviously, Rankin has accepted the first person of 

Archilochus' poetry as a frank indicator of personal activity. 

One cannot ignore this interpretation of Archilochus' poems; many scholars have 

subscribed to this understanding of Archilochus as an ancient Shelley or Byron. This 

assumption leads Rankin to read Archilochus in strict adherence to the biographical 

tradition. But this tradition, as Mary Lefkowitz demonstrates, is drawn from the very 

poetry Archilochus is said to have composed (181-82). The argument, therefore, is 

circular. Any attempt to discern the historical Archilochus' motivation for writing this 

poetry from the material found in the ancient biographical tradition is inherently flawed, 

since the "historical Archilochus" is himself nothing more than a collection of stories 

compiled from the activities attributed to the persona of Archilochus in the poems 

(Lefkowitz 182). Rankin, however, is undeterred. The first person so convinces him of 

the sincerity of the poems that he argues that the lambasting of Archilochus' bad morals 

by Critias, as reported in a fragment of Aristotle, reflects the realities of Archilochus' life 

(Rankin, "New Archilochus" 24-25). There is, of course, no doubt that the sentiments of 



Critias refer to the actual texts of Archilochus, as Lefkowitz deftly points out (182); 

however, this does not mean that the events portrayed and statements made are 

necessarily those of the "historic Archilochus." 

Paul Allen Miller proposes a response to the reliance on the first person as 

indicative of the interiority of the archaic poet's voice. The "interior voice" of 

Archilochus' first person narration is not a reflection of the thoughts and feelings of the 

poet himself, but rather an anachronistic interpretation of his/her use of the first person. 

Miller argues that the philosophical underpinnings of the West, especially as expressed 

by Hegel, lend a bias to our interpretation of the first person as a revelation of personal 

spirit (Miller, Lyric Texts 10-11). Miller continues by arguing that during Archilochus' 

life, and in archaic Greece in general, the individual was inseparable from the community 

(Lyric Texts 14). In archaic Greece, if you labeled a man "good," it did not necessarily 

mean that he was a morally upright individual in the modern sense of the term, but that he 

was a member of your group or community. He further argues in support of his thesis 

that what are abstract moral qualities in our view are qualities that distinguish groups and 

define communities in archaic Greece (Lyric Texts 15-16). When an archaic poet names 

a man "good," it is easy for us to interpret that sentiment absolutely and as applying to 

that man as an individual. However, this understanding betrays our tendency to project 

our own cultural biases onto words and concepts that are simply incompatible with our 

modern point of view. In Miller's words, "we are naturally inclined to translate the 

normative ideals expressed in archaic Greek poetry into a system founded on modem 

liberal thought" (Lyric Texts 17).^ This insight causes us to re-evaluate our stance on 

Archilochus and to attempt to discover the extent to which modern ideologies cloud 



interpretations of the corpus. Our goal must be to see these poems as a member of 

Archilochus' audience might. To this end it is necessary to discuss the implications of 

the poetic tradition in which Archilochus composed his poetry. We will see that Iambus, 

especially as composed by Archilochus, is a kind of, or closely akin to a kind of, 

preliteiate song situated at the nexus of comedy and epic rather than at the dawn of the 

modern mind as Snell would have us believe. 

The poetry of Archilochus is more similar to that of Homer than is commonly 

accepted, both in language and theme. In fact, these two poets have been paired together 

since Heraclitus (42 DK; 30 Marcovich), who said that the poetry of both these masters 

should be banned from bardic contests (Miller, Lyric Texts 22). This point illustrates 

many similarities between Homer and Archilochus that the ancients long recognized. An 

interesting example of the influence of Homer on Archilochus is found in a badly 

preserved scrap of papyrus that lists alternating quotations from Archilochus and Homer 

(P. Hibeh 173). This excerpt, possibly from a study on Homer and Archilochus and 

perhaps similar to the lost On Archilochus and Homer of Heraclides Ponticus, seems to 

be a listing of the places in which Archilochus plagiarizes Homer (Slings, "Anonymus" 

8; Miller, Lyric Texts 22). Obviously, then, the ancients recognized a shared heritage 

between these two poets. 

This ancient tradition of pairing Archilochus and Homer is followed by several 

modern critics. First, Denys Page enumerated the many parallels between Archilochus' 

text and that of Homer (Page, "Oral Tradition" 125-61). Rather than plagiarizing. Page 

argues that Archilochus is working in the same literary tradition as Homer; "The high 

poetic tone inherited from the Epic is maintained throughout the fragments of 



Archilochus. Style does not vary with subject matter . . . It is always a blend of Homeric 

phrase with modern vocabulary" (Page, "Oral Tradition" 160). The poetry of these two 

composers is not fundamentally different; actually both poets are operating in a similar 

tradition, as is seen from their extensive use of stock vocabulary. Moreover, Archilochus 

is not consciously copying Homer to present a stark contrast of theme and style. As 

Page states, "The traditional language is not being u.sed or adapted for special effect; it is 

structural, not ornamental" (Page, "Oral Tradition" 149). The language of Archilochus, 

then, is fundamentally that of Homer. 

Beyond the style of Archilochus, there is another point at which this poet meets 

with Homer; many themes found in Archilochus are also represented in the Homeric 

corpus. The celebrated shield poem of Archilochus (6 Campbell) has often been cited as 

evidence of Archilochus' reputed break from Homeric norms and practices,' however, 

this poem in particular illustrates the common use of thematic material by Archilochus 

and Homer (Seidensticker 11; Miller, Lyric Texts 20-21). Bernd Seidensticker first noted 

this fact in his analysis of the shield poem and the Cretan tales told by Odysseus in the 

Odyssey. The shield poem of Archilochus is mirrored in the passage of the Odyssey 

where Odysseus and his men make a raid in Egypt. In the Odyssey (14.276-80), 

Odys.seus throws down his shield to save his life just as Archilochus does (Seidensticker 

1 1; Miller 21). From this passage, we see that the shield poem of Archilochus is not a 

departure from the world of epic, as Snell argues (49-50), but a part of the same literary 

tradition. 

There are many points of resemblance between Odysseus and Archilochus besides 

the parallel stories of the poetry. Much in the "life" of Archilochus is echoed in the life 



of Odysseus (Seidensticker 12; Miller, Lyric Texts 21). For example, citing Odyssey 

14.191-213, Seidensticker states: "In addition to the shield parallel . . . there is the 

illegitimate birth, the slave mother, the marriage into a rich family (Odysseus' successful, 

Archilochus' not), and the restless adventurous life in wars and marauding seafaring 

expeditions" (Seidensticker 12). Given the arguments of Mary Lefkowitz summarized 

above, the ancient biographical tradition of Archilochus can be seen as a reflection of his 

poetry. The fact that much of the ancient biography of Archilochus represents him as a 

character strikingly similar to Odysseus suggests that the verse of Homer and 

Archilochus is, in fact, part of the same poetic tradition (Seidensticker 15; Miller, Lyric 

Texts 22). Furthermore, it is obvious from the texts that Archilochus and Odysseus 

display many shared characteristics. Archilochus says: 

Ei|ji 6'eycb SEpaircov [IBV EvuaAioio avaKxos 

KQl MOUOECOV E p a x b v ScopOV ETTIOTaiJEVOS. 

(1 Campbell) 

This double role as poet and soldier is said to be a hallmark of the new literary self-

consciousness of the lyric age by Snell (61); however, this dual role is prefigured by 

Odysseus. As Seidensticker, citing the Odyssey, argues: 

. . . the narration of his adventures, the so-called 'Apologoi', and the 
various Cretan stories he invents in the second half of the epic present this 
Homeric hero as a 'poet'. This, and the fact that he is not speaking about 
the deeds and feelings of others but about his own life makes him the 
poetic ancestor of and possible model for Archilochus. (Seidensticker 15; 
emphasis his) 

This point cannot be overemphasized. In that both Archilochus and Homer are drawing 

on a common literary heritage, the appearance of the "personal" in Archilochus' poetry is 
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in all probability a reflection of the larger body of material from which Archilochus 

draws his songs (Seidensticker 19-20, Miller, Lyric Texts 22). The many stylistic and 

literary parallels between Archilochus' poetry and that of Homer illustrate the fact that 

Archilochus is working in a preexisting tradition. 

However, the preexisting tradition in which Archilochus is situated is not limited 

to epic. In order to illuminate Archilochus' verse, Dover makes the surprisingly simple 

assertion that Archilochus composed songs that were steeped in the literary tradifion of 

epic but were not epic poems, and that there must be a similarly non-epic precursor to his 

poetry (199). In an attempt to demystify the nature of the songs of pre-Archilochean 

bards of the same tradition, Dover elects to examine what he terms preliterate song. He 

then enumerates the characteristics of preliterate song that all cultures share, and deduces 

that these are most likely descriptive of Archilochus' artistic ancestors (204). Dover 

concludes that: 

There are four aspects of preliterate song which must affect our 
interpretation of the fragments of Archilochus. The first three have 
already been mentioned: that short songs express feelings, that the feelings 
which a song expresses are not necessarily those of its composer, and that 
the event or situafion which is the object of the feelings expressed is not 
necessarily actual. The fourth and most important aspect of preliterate 
song is that they are composed in comparatively small communities where 
everyone knows everyone else's business. (205) 

This last point, along with the following passage from Aristotle's Rhetoric, leads Dover 

to believe that the first person in archaic poetry is really a generic persona: 

TTEp'l M V̂ O^V TTIOTECOV T a U T Q . E I S 6 E T O r j B o S , ETTEl6r| EVIQ TTEp'l QUTOU 

AEYEJV r\ ETTi(t)0ovov r\ |jaKpoAoy(av r] avxiXoyiav E'XEI, Km iiEpi 
aXAou T\ AoiSopiav ri aypoiKiav, EXEpov XPH Asyovxa TFOIEIV, btiEp 
'looKpaxris TTOIE'̂ I EV XCO OiXiinrcp Ka'i EV X?| ' AVXI66OEI, KQ'I COS 

'ApxiAoxos ^EyEi" TTotET y a p xbv iraxEpa Asyovxa itEpi xr)s 
0uyaxpbs EV XCO laMp(>P' 



XpriMaxcov d aEArrxov OUBEV EOXIV OIJ5' arrcopoxov, Ka'i xbv 
Xapcova xbv XEKXOVQ EV XCO laMpop oO apxn 

ou |joi xa FuyEco . . . 
(1418b, 23-31) 

This passage, Dover notes, indicates that Archilochus wrote under the a.ssumption of a 

persona and not in his own personal voice (207-10). 

This evidence of a persona, along with the characteristics of preliterate song, 

strongly suggests that Archilochus' poetry is not that of an individualist but rather that of 

a traditional poet composing in a communal context (Dover 208). Archilochus' poetry 

must have had preliterate song, a genre common to all cultures at one time or another, as 

its ancestor (199). In fact, the oral culture in which the poetry of Archilochus arose was 

such that it fostered just such a tradition in Archilochus' poetry. It is apparent from the 

Aristotle passage above that Archilochus did compose poetry that portrays a persona as 

the narrator of his poetry. Therefore, given the fragmentary nature of the extant poems 

and the fact that Archilochus is working in the tradition of the preliterate song, Dover 

decides that the first person in Archilochus is probably a representation of a persona 

(210). It stands to reason that Archilochus' poetry would not have been preserved by his 

community if it represents the acts of a historical personage because many of the 

activities portrayed in the poems would have been shameful to any but a poetic persona. 

These poems were created in small communities where, as Dover says of the villages of 

the composers of pre-literale song, "everyone knew everyone else's business" (205). The 

community would only honor a poet such as Archilochus by preserving his work if the 

scandalous content of the poetry was attributed to a persona (Dover 210; Miller, Lyric 
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Texts 23). Presumably, they would not have instituted the cult on Paros to him if he was 

relating actual personal experience. 

Archilochus' poetry, then, is not that of a self-conscious poet but rather the poetry 

of an oral bard, firmly established in the literary traditions of his time. Rankin states that 

during the period of Archilochus' poetic creation, which coincides with the advent of the 

Greek literate revolution, "writing had surprisingly little effect upon poetic composition . 

. . memory and voice remained the most important elements in Greek poetic activity" 

("New Archilochus" 22). Furthermore, we know that the poetry of Archilochus was 

recited by rhapsodes as was the poetry of Homer (Miller, Lyric Texts 3, 12).^ In this 

context Miller argues that within an oral culture there is little possibility for the poet to 

create a subjectivity analogous to that of a modern lyric poet; poetry concerned primarily 

with the thoughts and feelings of a single, idiosyncratic man would not be preserved by 

an oral community in which individuality is not a prime value (Miller, Lyric Texts 3). As 

Havelock states of oral poets: 

. . . their "works" had to be not written but performed before audiences, 
large or small . . . The composer's fame, frequently commemorated as a 
treasured objective, rested solely on this condition. Literate poets can 
afford to discard the expression of a passionate desire for fame. Their 
publishers will look after this for them and their reviewers. (Havelock 18; 
emphasis his) 

Therefore, given that the poets of the iambic tradition composed in an oral culture, the 

iambographer cannot express a purely personal voice like that suggested by Snell because 

such an individualistic poem would be of little use to the community and, thus, would not 

be preserved for the next generation, much less for the next two millennia (Miller, Lyric 
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Texts 20). Miller argues that in order for the kind of interiority postulated by Snell and 

Rankin to be expressed by a poet, a written collection must exist: 

Their poetry does not lack individuality in the sense of being 
interchangeable with that of another poet, but only in the sense of not 
projecting this image of a profoundly arficulated interiority . . . Nor could 
it project such an image, since the reception of oral poetry is necessarily 
linear and sequential. It is not possible to refer back to a previous passage, 
to reverse course and read the first poem in terms of the second or second 
in terms of the first. (Miller, Lyric Texts 4) 

The ability of an audience to read a given poem and understand it in relation to the author 

and a stmctured body of work cannot occur until a written poetic tradition arises. The 

audience has no referential base on which it might interpret the poems in terms of its 

author and the development of his ideas. Each poem must be understood individually by 

the archaic, oral culture in which it is heard or as part of a linear sequence. Extensive 

backward scanning is not possible. 

The audience of the archaic community is all important when discussing the 

iambographers. Archaic poetry was a public affair; not only as entertainment, but also as 

the preeminent form of education and morality (Miller, Lyric Texts 5-6). In the archaic 

polls the primary means of demonstrating the proper social codes and norms was poetic 

expression: 

Elegiac, like lyric, was a functional component of orally preservable 
communication. Neither genre in its early forms ever lost touch with the 
didactic requirements that had to be met. The elegiac distich, lending 
itself as it does to the framing of aphorism, reveals the didactic function 
more obviously as it indulges in protreptic and meditative wisdom. But 
wisdom is not absent from the lyric of Archilochus and Sappho, and is 
prominent in Simonides. (Havelock 19) 

In addition, the ancient Greek, even at the time of Plato and Aristotle, saw himself as 

inseparable from the community (Miller, Lyric Texts 14). Foucault argues that Greek 
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education taught a person to know himself only in relation to the polls (76, 83, 89).'^ 

Given the lower priority of the individual in relation to the archaic community, the 

important part of the text would be its plot or story (Miller, Lyric Texts 15). These plots 

or stories are the vehicles by which archaic society accepted or rejected the work of 

archaic poets. The poetry of an archaic poet, then, must exemplify the norms and 

expectations of archaic society (if only in their violation); it depends on this exemplary 

function for its survival. In the oral, archaic society the text is not the primary vehicle of 

transmission; more important was the performance: "the text was less an artifact than an 

event" (Miller, Lyric Texts 8). Given this important fact, the oral poet becomes 

subsumed by the very tradition which fosters its survival, in that the performance 

incorporates the poet himself into the tradition (Nagy, Pindar 79; Miller, Lyric Texts 8, 

24). 

Such arguments on the orality of Archilochus' poetry as well as the discovery of 

the "Cologne Epode" have caused scholars to call into question their understanding of 

Archilochus. Dover's argument naturally leads to the conclusion that Archilochus' 

poetry is not autobiographical, even though modern preconceptions of the literary use of 

the first person urge us to consider it so. The use of the first person in the "Cologne 

Epode" gives us an unprecedented example of its employment of the first person to 

recount the dialogue of a character other than Archilochus. In this fragment, Archilochus 

uses the narrative frame to tell the listener that a quotation of someone other than the 

narrator (the persona of the narrator or a completely separate character) has been or will 

be reported. In line 6 of the "Cologne Epode," we see the narrative frame distinguishing 

preceding and subsequent speeches (Nagy, Best of the Achaeans 246): 
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xooaux E(t)covEr xr|v 6' Eycb avTa[i^\[^6[iX]V 

(App. 1 Campbell) 

The narrative frame is used here to show a change in speaker from a woman to the 

narrator of the poem. This frame indicates that the statements preceding it are those of a 

female and, therefore, definitely not those of Archilochus himself It indicates that the 

fragment itself represents a miniature drama rather than a romantic cri de coeur. Since 

the "Cologne Epode" is the longest poem of Archilochus we have, the question must be 

posed: how many other seeming first person statements are actually part of other, larger 

dramatic or narrative contexts?'" In the scanty fragments we have, how are we to be sure 

that a composition such as the famous shield poem expresses the feelings and experiences 

of Archilochus? The fragments of Archilochus yield very little information on the 

context of the poem as a whole; therefore, it is difficult to judge whether the poems 

express the direct statements of Archilochus or the reported statements of some other 

character. The nature of the narrative structure of the Iambus as postulated by Nagy 

suggests that the majority of Archilochus' poetry consists of reported speech." This 

implies that many of what were thought to be the personal statements of Archilochus are 

really those of a persona, whether it be situated in a first, second or third person narrative. 

The fact that these quote frames are parallel to those of epic (i.e.. Homer) furthers 

the idea that Archilochus is presenting a persona in his poetry rather than an individual 

voice. As Nagy states, "the inherited mechanics of direct quotation in epic are 

structurally parallel to those of lyric, the Iambus included," but in Iambus, they are 

optional (Nagy, Best of the Achaeans 247). The quote frames in the "Cologne Epode" 

are written from the perspective of the poet's persona and, thus, are narrated in the first 
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person; this breaks with epic norms (Nagy, Best of the Achaeans 247). This use of the 

first person as the voice of the poet resembles the narrative structure behind comedy and 

probably corresponds to the first actor or exarkhos who was originally the poet (Nagy, 

Best of the Achaeans 251-52). Archilochus calls himself an exarkhos (120 and 121 

West) and is portraying the persona of one in his poems, like the first actors of Greek 

comedy. " The exarkhos would begin choral performances and was originally the only 

actor; the use of the first person as a persona corresponds to the role of the exarkhos in 

choral performance (Nagy, Best of the Achaeans 252 and 252 n. 2). West argues that it 

was an innovation in the relationship between the exarkhos and the chorus that led to the 

development of drama (Studies 33). 

Rosen and West further illuminate the connections between Iambus and Old 

Comedy. There are many traits shared between the two; for example, both have a 

common ritual, thematic and literary background. One theme expressed continuously 

from Archilochus to Ancient Comedy is that of wine as inspiration (Miralles and Portulas 

119); such connections suggest a common thematic heritage. Dover suggests that, given 

the example of primitive song, there is a much greater mimetic, or theatrical, element 

involved in archaic poetry than the words themselves betray (Dover 215-16). The 

combination of the theme of inspirational wine and mimesis in archaic poetry seems to 

suggest at least a similarity between comedy and Iambus; however, the connection is 

much more involved than the obvious admits. West, citing the story of Telestagoras 

(Aristotle, frag. 558 Rose), argues that the komos, the etymological root of comedy, was 

an institufion that featured poetry strikingly similar to that composed by Archilochus 

(Studies 27).'^ 
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If comedy grew out of the komos, then this passage seems to indicate that comedy 

and the Iambus shared a similar function, namely psogos, or the harsh attack of a 

representative individual to illustrate .some moral or .social belief (Rosen 1). Rosen, in his 

comparison of the texts of Aristophanes and those of the iambographers, contends that 

"both genres, insofar as they engaged in individual and social criticism, had a 

fundamentally didactic pretense" (18-19). Rosen further argues that "the cultic origin of 

Old Comedy and Iambus . . . suggests in it.self that socially prescribed obscenity existed 

in and for a setting in which cotidian norms and prohibiUons were set aside" (5). In other 

words, the social function and setting of both comedy and Iambus were essentially the 

same. 

In addition to a common purpose and atmo.sphere. Iambus and comedy share 

many of the same themes; for example sex and personal attacks by the humble against the 

"grand and famous" (West, Studies 37).' There is also a large body of diction shared by 

both genres, and the use of common words and phrases in comedy indicates the 

awareness of comic authors of their debt to the Ionian Iambus (Rosen 28). In their shared 

didacfic function, both genres employ the ainos, or animal fable, to attack an individual 

(Rosen 17-18). Rosen states, "That the ainos could be incorporated into the Iambus as a 

vehicle of abuse (just as the Ionian of Pax views the dung beetle—an ainos 'against 

Cleon') is shown by several Archilochean fragments" (Rosen 31).' In addition, Old 

Comedy and Iambus have the use of personae in common, in that an individual, whether 

Archilochus or an actor, is performing the role of a character. The actor and the poet are 

pretending, for the sake of the composition, to be someone other than themselves; in 

Aristophanes, a man portrays a god and in the "Cologne Epode," a man sings in the voice 
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of a woman. Archaic poetry, then, in its use of personae and in its didactic social 

function, parallels comedy."' 

The theme of abuse, shared by Iambus and Old Comedy and seen in psogos, given 

its communal, didactic, and ritual context, illuminates many of the characteristics of 

Iambus. Often a collection of verse is grouped together because it shares a common 

meter; certainly, the name Iambus seems to indicate a shared metrical constmct, and we 

are all accustomed to the iambic meters of Shakespeare's sonnets. Meter, however, has 

very little to do with Iambus as a genre.'^ Dover, after a careful survey of the terms 

associated with Iambus and Elegus, contends that the genre of Iambus is most clearly 

characterized by its occasion of composition or performance (189). 

Before the question of the occasion of composition is addressed, it is necessary to 

elaborate upon the tone of Iambus, one of the unifying factors of the genre: 

I suggest that we may recognize Iambus most confidently in those types of 
subject matter for which elegiacs are never used: that is, in explicitly 
sexual poems, in invective which goes beyond the witty banter we find in 
elegy, and in certain other sorts of vulgarity. These are, of course, the 
very elements that are especially associated with the iambic name. (West, 
Studies 25) 

West cites Archilochus' Lycambid poems and draws parallels to them from Hipponax 

and Simonides in order to explain Iambus. The clearest parallel to arise from the 

tradition surrounding the poetry is one between Archilochus and Hipponax; both are said 

to have insulted their enemies so badly that they committed suicide (West, Studies 26). 

Explicit sex and verbal abuse abound in the poems of Archilochus, Flipponax and 

Simonides. The "Cologne Epode" (1. 18) illustrates Archilochus' use of both harsh and 

sexual language in his description of Neobule. Similarly, Simonides 17 (West) refers to a 
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woman "in malam partem" (West's Latin), obviously in sexual terms (West, Studies 28). 

Hipponax is full of these sorts of exploits (16-17, 78, 84, 92 West) and an additional 

example is found in Simonides (fragment 16 West; West, Studies 28). 

Nagy, in an attempt to explain Archilochean Iambus, states that it is largely a 

poetry of blame most often addressed to Lycambes and his daughters (Nagy, Best of the 

Achaeans 245-46). He postulates that Archilochean blame poetry is a stylized form, 

employing stock characters both as narrator and addressee (Best of the Achaeans 249). 

The natural extension of this argument is both informed by and complementary to 

Dover's proposition of the generic first person. West argues that all of Archilochus' 

poetry is presented by a chosen persona; we need only look to Hipponax, who regularly 

writes in the guise of a persona, to see that this is true of Iambus as a whole (West, 

Studies 28). West argues that Hipponax, in fragment 78 (West), must not only be 

performing in the guise of a persona, but aLso wearing the typical comic dress (Studies 

30; 143). In Archilochus, fragments 66-67 (West), it is plausible to assume a persona in 

comic dress (West, Studies 30, 126). The comic dress is also seen in the epic tradition, 

especially in the comic representations of Odysseus. The story of Odysseus and Circe is 

depicted on a Boeotian black-figure skyphos from Thebes (Carpenter 234, 240 fig. 344). 

Odysseus rushes in with sword drawn and dressed as a comic actor with protruding 

stomach and a large, erect phallus. This brings us full circle, as we observe through 

Archilochean and Hipponactean examples that the poet's assumption of a persona is 

characteristic of Iambus and a window through which we can see the nexus of three 

poetic traditions: Iambus, epic, and Old Comedy. 
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Given the fact that Iambus is, then, like comedy, a form of psogos, the problem of 

the performance of Archilochus' poetry must be addressed. To do so we must look to the 

realm of religion and cult, which also defines the occasion of the performance and 

composition of comedy. Because Iambus is firmly situated in an archaic, "pre-literate"'*' 

society, it follows that the basic functions and motivations of poetic activity are a relevant 

means of explaining the origins of the performance of Iambus. The very base of all that 

is poetry seems to lie in an attitude of play; as Nabokov said, in his Strong Opinions: 

Do you know how poetry started? I always think that it started when a 
cave boy came running back to the cave, through the tall grass, shouting as 
he ran, "Wolf, wolf," and there was no wolf His baboon-like parents, 
great sticklers for the truth, gave him a hiding, no doubt, but poetry had 
been born—the tall story had been born in the tall grass. (11, quoted in 
Pratt 1) 

Louise Pratt goes on to explain the notion of poetry as lying, but omits the even more 

basic idea indicated by Nabakov's statement (1 ff). The root of poetry exists in and for 

the human phenomenon of play, whether in a child's game of farce or in the more adult 

practices of worship, courtship, contest and invective (Huizinga 129). 

Play, as a primary component of human life, is a natural beginning for poetry. 

The creativity of poetry seems to arise from and embody this basic human need for 

play."̂  I luizinga defines play as: 

. . . an activity which proceeds within certain limits of time and space, in a 
visible order, according to rules freely accepted, and outside the sphere of 
necessity or material utility. The play-mood is one of rapture and 
enthusiasm, and is sacred or festive in accordance with the occasion. A 
feeling of exaltation and tension accompanies the action, mirth and 
relaxation follow. (Huizinga 132) 

It is easy to see how poetry could have been born from such an activity and such a 

mindset, for poetry truly is "a playing with words and language" (Huizinga 132).^' The 
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relationship between archaic poetry and play can perhaps be most clearly seen in the 

former's relation to the ancient riddle contest.^^ Both genres conform to a set of rules for 

the "play," both presuppose a group which understands the language and metaphors of 

the game, and both are judged by their adherence to the "play-rules" which are: 

competition, tension, set of rules for the contest, a specific setting, obvious enthusiasm as 

well as exaltation, mirth and relaxation (Huizinga 133). Very often archaic poetry 

presents a contest or agon and very often this competition is a form of play (Huizinga 

133). Archilochus' persona in the "Cologne Epode," to give but one example, 

"competes" in a game of wits with the object of his desire; there is definitely a playful 

tone in his pleas for the maiden's attentions. The speaker in lines 7-12 expresses a great 

longing and implies that earlier, in a lost section of the poem, she has denied him a sexual 

liaison. In this poem we see many of the ideas associated with play outlined by 

Huizinga; especially competition, tension (he says yes, she says no) in lines 13-15, 

enthusiasm, etc. 

Human societies slowly institutionalize the play-mood and become more and 

more structured; however, archaic poetry is a sphere in which play could not have been 

relinquished. In that this poetry addressed such a broad span of functions, like the 

expression of ritual and the preservation of wi.sdom, the play aspect was never omitted 

from the composition of archaic poetry (Huizinga 134). The poetry continues to "play 

with words" and to compete and to follow its own rules of the game. One of those rules 

derives from poetry's function as a didactic clement within an archaic society; namely 

that the poetry must adhere to its socially prescribed function as preserver of morality, 

ritual and custom for the society in which it arose.^ One of the elements which most 
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recognizably informs the composition of, especially archaic, poetry is the occasion of 

rituals and festivals, which are the original times prescribed for play (Huizinga 134).̂ "* 

Gernet, in a survey of the ancient festival, states that many festivals involve 

marriages and, by extension, kouroi and kourai. These "festival" marriages are always 

accompanied by play and involve frolicking as well as agones, both physical and choral 

contests (Gernet 24-25). These early celebrations of fertility have much in common with 

Huizinga's notion of play as well as the institution of the festival. Given the impulse of 

society to structure it.self, the most obvious thing for ancient play to transform into is the 

ancient festival, which is a more concrete and regular form of play (Reckford 445-46). It 

is no surpri.se that GerneFs reconstruction of the early festival coincides quite often with 

Huizinga's understanding of poetry as play. Furthermore, telos, or what is owed to a god 

or goddess in some form or other, is frequently associated with marriage and thus the 

import of kouroi and kourai in the mystery religions is solidified as a means of initiation 

into society (Gernet 29). The link between the mystery cults and the marriage/initiation 

ceremony is strengthened by the etymology of the root kour-, which means "to cut" 

(keiro), since there was a rite of initiation that involved cutting the hair (Gernet 29). The 

majority of ancient seasonal gatherings were colored by sexual rites and those associated 

with the dead, and were intended as a means of ensuring the fertility of people and nature 

alike (Gernet 31). 

An integral part of these fertility festivals was the chorus. The archaic Greek 

chorus was frequently divided into the categories of old, young and child (Calame 26). 

This division is a significant clue to the nature of an Archilochean chorus. The chorus of 

youths was composed of the members of society on the brink of full membership status; 
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soon, they would be inifiated (11-12). We can discern two connections with 

Archilochus' poetry through the investigation of the chorus of kouroi/ai which help to 

define the occassion of composition. First, that the subjects of the poems are thematically 

similar to the initiation ceremony of the youth chorus; and, second, that the initiation rites 

ol youths is a feature of the cultic occassions of Demeter and Dionysus. Calame 

describes the three stages of the initiation rite as ". . . first, separation (from the old state), 

next, a marginal phase during which the individual's status hangs between the old and the 

new, finally, a period of admission (to the new status) and of reintegration" (12). These 

three stages are reflected in the choruses of the many archaic communities: the chorus of 

children represents the first stage; that of the youths, the second stage; and that of the 

adults, the third stage (12-14). The marginal status displayed by the kouroi/-ai is also 

reflected in the poetry of Archilochus. Miller, citing many anthropological studies of the 

trickster character, finds that Archilochus embodied the traits of this figure (Miller, Lyric 

Texts 35)."' As many studies have shown, the trickster figure is a marginal character; 

"the basic social institutions are often the goal of his transgressions, as Brelich well 

notices: thus, he assumes the role of a sacrilegious challenger who manages to live 

isolated from any organized community . . . he is most frequently characterized as 

someone who is welcomed wherever he goes . . ." (Miralles and Portulas 12-13). 

Moreover, korai/-ai were participants in the choruses of Demeter and Dionysus. 

Though both cults were primarily concerned with adults, the expectation of maturity was 

celebrated in the initiation rites during the festivals of these divinities (Calame 134-39). 

The.se festivals were the means by which much of culture and morality was transmitted; 

the ideas of wisdom and of the hero ensured that the festival and the knowledge 
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contained therein would flow to future generations (Gernet 35). Who other than the poet 

would transmit such ideas for society? In order to ascertain what a given poet is 

attempting to say one must understand the cultic implications of the occasion of the 

composition (Miller, Lyric Texts 25). Above we saw that kouroi and kourai were 

especially associated with telea and the mystery religions, such as that of Demeter; they 

were also commonly involved in the rites of Dionysus especially in his role as the god of 

adult fertility."" The Mnesipes inscription yields further evidence that Archilochus was 

involved in the cultic arena of Dionysus especially with regard to fertility rites (Miller, 

Lyric Texts 26). West states: 

In frag. 251, from Mnesipes' in.scription, we have a fragment of what may 
be another cult song locally attributed to Archilochus. The surrounding 
narrative is very broken, but the gist seems to be that at a certain fesfival 
Archilochus improvised some verses and taught them to a choms. They 
mentioned Dionysus, grapes and figs (with sexual double entendre?) and 
Oipholios"the Screwer", probably a title of Dionysus. The city found this 
"too iambic", and the poet was put on trial. But before long the men were 
afflicted with impotence. They sent to Delphi to discover the cause, and 
were told to [honour] Archilochus. They realized their mistake and 
[introduced a new form of service to] Dionysus. (West, Studies 24-25)" 

This story and the fact that the Iambus is often associated with fertility rites, especially 

those of Demeter and Dionysus, corroborates the argument that Archilochus composed 

poetry for a cultic occasion. Given this fact, the sexual nature of much of Archilochus' 

poetry, often involving young men and women to the exclusion of older people (cf. the 

"Cologne Epode", I. 17 pepeira and 1. 11), should be construed as being involved in the 

rites of Demeter and Dionysus. 

In fact, the Archilochean Iambus is a genre that was probably employed in the 

ritual context of a cultic occasion for either Dionysus or Demeter. We have already seen 
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that Dionysus was associated with Archilochus through the development of Iambus into 

Old Comedy, the performance of which took place during the Greater Dionysia 

Furthermore, many terms associated with the cult of Dionysus, such as dithyrambos, 

thriambos and ithumbos. are related to iambos through the root -amb- (West, Studies 23; 

Miller, Lyric Texts 27). There is also evidence from Semus (perhaps the late third 

century B.C.E.), the Delian historian, who knew of iamboi that were performed by an 

ivy-crowned (thus, Dionysian) singer (FGrHist 396 F 24, in West, Studies 23); these 

songs were witty and abusive and the term used to name them, iamboi, could also be used 

for the singers themselves (Miller, Lyric Texts 25; West, Studies 23). 

Archilochus' connection with Demeter is solidified by Archilochus' own 

"genealogy," which gives as his parents Telesicles and Enipo and as his grandfather 

Tellis (West, Studies 24; Miller, Lyric Texts 25). The names of Archilochus' male 

relatives are derivatives of telea, which are specifically associated with the rites of 

Demeter (West, Studies 24, Miller, Lyric Texts 25). Furthermore, the Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter states that Paros was "the second most important center of the goddess' cult 

after Eleusis" (Miller, Lyric Texts 25) and a painting by Polygnotus depicts Archilochus' 

'ir\ 

grandfather as a founding member of the cult at Paros (Pausanius 10. 28. 3). Thus, it is 

obvious that there is a cultic connection between Archilochus and Demeter. The 

coincidence of the names of Archilochus' parents could be taken together as a 

justification of his poetry, namely "blame (poetry) for the glory of the rites of Demeter"; 

in other words, Archilochus' "genealogy appears to have referred not to an empirical 

reality but to the mythic empowerment of his poetry" (Miller, Lyric Texts 26).^' 
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Demeter is further related to Iambus as a whole through the Homeric Hymn to 

Demeter. In the hymn, Demeter, at a particularly low point emotionally, is cheered up by 

the mythological figure lambe's indecent comments and gestures (West, Studies 23-24). 

The coincidence of lambe's name and her indecent speech cannot be overlooked and 

hints at a further cultic connection between the Iambus and Demeter. As West states, 

"there is no doubt that lambe's khleuai are the mythical prototype of some ritual raillery 

of a comic, insulting and probably indecent sort, which must have borne the name 

iamboi" (West, Studies 24). This story, with all its implicafions for the genre, is 

paralleled by an episode in the life of Archilochus legend reported in the Mnesipes 

in.scription. This text, though late (second half of the third century B.C.E.), illustrates 

aspects of the poetry of Archilochus, since the ancient biographical tradition probably 

drew on that poetry to establish the "facts" of his life (Lefkowitz 184). In a part of this 

narrative (II. 20-57 of the second column in the first stone of the inscription), a story of 

Archilochus' meeting with the Muses is described; this meeting also serves as his poetic 

initiation. Archilochus meets the Muses at a sacred place and addresses them with rude 

and ob.scene words. This episode is analogous to lambe's well-received jocularity and 

insulting language described in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (Miralles and Portulas 

68). In return for Archilochus' obscenity he is not punished, but rewarded with the gift of 

the lyre, thus beginning his career as an iambographer (Miralles and Portulas 71). 

The lambe episode of the Homeric Hymn illustrates the invective and obscenity 

associated with many of the festivals of Demeter and Dionysus (Miller, Lyric Texts 25). 

As gods of agricultural fertility, the Greeks naturally associated Dionysus with Deineter 

and vice versa (Reckford 460, 466; West, Studies 24). Reckford reports a story, found in 
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the scholiast to Lucian, about the Eleusinian Haloa that combines elements of Dionysian 

worship with the worship of Demeter: 

A women's rite is included here at Eleusis, with many forms of playing 
(paidiai) and joking (skornmata). Entering in by themselves the women 
can say what they want without fear. Indeed, they say the most ugly-and-
shameful things (ta aischista) to one another on this occasion, and the 
priestes.ses go up to the women and in their ear, privately-like ritual 
secret-counsel them to try adulterous affairs. But all the women loudly 
proclaim, to each other, shameful and irreverent things (aischra kai 
asemna), while they hold up indecent sexual images, both male and 
female. (Reckford 466) 

The scholiast goes on to explain the etiology of the rite in a myth that explains that the 

representations of the male genitalia are a means of placating the Dionysian madness 

suffered by the founders of the festival (Reckford 466-67). Obviously, this is not an 

accurate description of the origins of the Haloa, but it does show the common bond 

between Demeter and Dionysus, especially in their sharing of obscenity as a means of 

promoting fertility (Reckford 467). 

Many other festivals illustrate the parallel between Iambus and Dionysus and 

Demeter, including the Eleusinian Mysteries (Miller, Lyric Texts 25) and the Anthesteria. 

The gephyrismos or "joking from the bridge" involves much of the obscenity and insult 

we see in the Iambus and probably has its justification in the myth of lambe's jocular 

conversation with Demeter (Reckford 464-65). Again we see aischrologia associated 

with the rites of Demeter in a context meant to release tension (Reckford 464-65). The 

realm of tension release or "cathartic experience," as Reckford terms it, is often 

associated with Dionysus as seen in its highest form on the Athenian comic stage 

(Reckford 467). The Thesmophoria and the Stenia are festivals of Demeter which 

present a similar motif of ritual abuse as a means of release, thereby connecting Demeter 
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and Dionysus with ritual abuse (Reckford 465-66). Another striking parallel is found in 

the performance of the rites at Eleusis as well as those of the Anthesteria. The ritual 

abuse of these festivals was similar in many respects to the iamboi of Archilochus, who 

sometimes recited his verse from a cart and whose verse was often recited in such a 

setting by later rhapsodoi (Miralles and Portulas 112). The use of carts in the doling out 

of abu.se is apparent in the rites of Eleusis as well as in the Athenian Anthesteria, where 

Dionysus is carted around in his currus navalis (Miralles and Portulas 112). The 

character of the revelry surrounding the carts of the Anthesteria was much the same as 

that of the gephyrismos, that is, rude and disparaging (Miralles and Portulas I 12-13). 

Fragment 322 (West) entitled lobakkhoi, obviously an appropriate call for the 

exarkhos of a Bacchic band, further underlines the interrelation between Dionysus, 

Demeter, and Archilochus (Miller, Lyric Texts 26). The fragment itself is a festival song 

in epodic meter that explicitly states the purpose of performing the sacred rites of 

Demeter (West, Studies 24; Miller, Lyric Texts 26). Although lobakkhoi need not 

necessarily have any relation to Dionysus, the fact that Archilochus claims to be an 

exarkhos of a dithyramb for Dionysus in fragment 120 (West) along with the fact that 

Archilochus uses bakkhie elsewhere (frag. 194 West) in association with drinking 

suggests that Demeter and Dionysus are intended as the subject of the poem (Miller, 

Lyric Texts 26; West, Studies 24). At any rate, as we have seen, Dionysus and Demeter 

are often associated implicitly. 

Thus, beginning with the connections between Iambus and Old Comedy, we see 

the cultic implications of Archilochus' poetry, especially as it pertains to Dionysus and 

Demeter. The manifold connotations of songs of abuse with fertility rites are so 
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persuasive as to suggest a cultic purpo.se in the poems of Archilochus, a statement that is 

compatible with and evident from the compositional technique of Archilochus that 1 

discussed above. In other words, a poem composed in an oral culture is probably meant 

to be sung in the context of a festival. The notion of the festival as a basic need of human 

society and as an expression of play, along with the fact that poetry is rooted in play, 

serve to clarify the involvement of the iamboi of Archilochus in the rites of fertility 

divinities such as Dionysus and Demeter.^^ Poetry, especially in archaic societies where 

divisions between play and seriousness are not yet crystallized, will naturally be 

embodied in ritual and in ritual's means of transmission in the archaic society, namely 

oral poetry. As Reckford sums up, "Archilochus' famous Iambus was a public 

performance; it was connected with or at least derived from a ritual occasion, in honor of 

Demeter or Dionysus; and it was produced for the entertainment of a group" (Reckford 

480-81; emphasis his). ̂ ^ 
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CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The above explanation of the Archilochean corpus as an element of a cultic event 

and as a part of a pre-cxistent literary tradition has profound implications for the 

understanding of this poetry, especially when it is set in its appropriate dialogic context. 

Voloshiov/Bakhtin,^'' in Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, explains the principle 

of dialogism as follows: 

In point of fact, word is a two-sided act. It is determined equally by 
whose word it is and for whom it is meant. As word, it is precisely the 
product of the reciprocal relationship between speaker and listener, 
addresser and addressee. Each and every word expresses the 'one' in 
relation to the 'other.' I give myself verbal shape from another's point of 
view, ultimately, from the point of view of the community to which I 
belong. A word is a bridge thrown between myself and another. If one 
end of the bridge depends on me, then the other depends on my addressee. 
(Bakhtin 58; emphasis his) 

It is this understanding of dialogism that has been useful for reading ancient poetry and 

that has special significance for oral poetry.''^ As discussed above, Archilochus 

composed oral poetry. The dialogic situation of the oral society demands that the poetry 

be directed to the audience; it is defined by the listener as much as it is by the author 

(Miller, "Dialogism" 186). It is at this point that the above discussion of the performative 

context becomes essential to the understanding of the poetry. As Miller says: 

For a poetry of oral performance the process of interpretation is . . ., 
properly speaking, infinite, but the hermeneutic circle it describes is not in 
the first instance the internal dialogue of the poet, but his or her dialogue 
with both the (oral) poetic tradition and the collective ideological and 
social world in which it is performed. (Miller, "Dialogism" 195) 
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Thus the only way to fully comprehend poetry which arises in an oral culture is by 

understanding the occasion of its performance. 

The "Cologne Epode" is dialogic on two levels; as shown above, the poem itself, 

as a product of an oral society, must be interpreted in a manner consistent with the 

characteristics inherent in such a society. As Voloshinov/Bakhtin says in clarification of 

the dialogic principle, "any locution actually said aloud or written down for intelligible 

communication . . . is the expression and product of the social interaction of three 

participants: the speaker (author), the listener (reader), and the topic (the who or what) of 

speech (the hero)" (Bakhtin 168; emphasis his). In other words, the literary artifact has a 

constant relationship with the society out of which it arose, via the author and the 

audience; thus, the import of reading the "Cologne Epode" in terms of an oral society. 

The fact that the poem contains a dialogue suggests that the interaction between the 

participants in reported speech should be subjected to a similar theoretical scrutiny. 

Indeed, as we shall .see, a dialogic analysis of the "Cologne Epode" can help in 

the process of reconstructing the fragmentary text that we currently have. Such 

emendation, while speculative, is necessary in order to understand the situation 

dramatized in the poem. Through a dialogic analysis, each utterance of the two speakers 

is carefully weighed in light of the other's speech; it then becomes possible to surmise 

reliably the nature of the lost sections of the work. The utterance for Bakhtin, it must be 

remembered, is a unique dialogic unit: 

The very boundaries of the utterance are determined by a change of speech 
subjects. Utterances are not indifferent to one another, and are not self-
sufficient; they are aware of and mutually reflect one another. These 
mutual reflections determine their character. Each utterance is filled with 
echoes and reverberations of other utterances to which it is related by the 
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communality of the sphere of speech communication. Every utterance 
must be regarded primarily as a response to preceding utterances of the 
given sphere (we understand the word 'response' here in the broadest 
sense). Each utterance refutes, affirms, supplements, and relies on the 
others, presupposes them to be known, and somehow takes them into 
account. (85; emphasis his) 

In a conversation, then, a given speaker is anticipating the rcspon.se of the other and, 

simultaneously responding to her/his utterance (Bakhtin 87). This fact prompts the 

reader of an incomplete narrative of a conversation to supply informafion needed on an 

utterance (single subject speech act) by utterance basis, and to surmi.se the omitted or lost 

material based on the logical response of the other speaker. However, in order to 

understand the conversation, we must percieve the "extraverbal context of the utterance," 

which Bakhtin defines as being "comprised of three factors: (1) the common spatial 

purview of the interlocutors . . . the interlocutors' common knowledge and understanding 

of the situation, and (3) their common evaluation of that situafion" (Bakhtin 163; 

emphasis his). By taking into account the logical response and extraverbal context of 

each utterance, it is possible to reconstruct an approximation of the lost or damaged 

sections of the "Cologne Epode." 

In a further attempt to reconstruct the text of the epode, it is helpful to consider 

the elements of the folktale, as delineated by Vladimir Propp. It is clear that Archilochus 

is a narrator of such a brand of literature. As we saw above, Archilochus composed his 

poetry in the long-standing tradition of preliterate song and epic. The nature of the 

content of much of preliterate song embodies the common motifs of the folktale. In 

addition, it is apparent that such a folk song tradition did exist in Greece; however, as 

Dover postulates, this material would not have been preserved, because "in a culture 
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which produces and values poetry of high quality, subliterate poetry tends to become 

subliterary and derivative" (199). Moreover, the epic tradifion utilizes the folktale in the 

narration of its stories. In Homer, as Denys Page has argued in his monograph Folktales 

in Homer's Qdvssev. certain scenes have a folktale as their model. Page outlines the 

universal nature of the story on which Homer's narrative of the Lotus-Eaters episode is 

based (Folktales 14-20), and argues, "This characteristic of Homeric art, the adaptation of 

common folktale motifs to realistic settings, is to be observed throughout the Odyssey" 

(Folktales 20). Since Archilochus' poetry is so entrenched in the epic and preliterate 

.song traditions, it is likely that it also incorporates the folktale into its narrative. 

We find that the elements of the folktale, as enumerated by Propp, are seen in the 

"Cologne Epode." Propp is primarily concerned with the hero-tale. His break down of 

the tales leads him to postulate the following definition of the hero: 

The hero of a fairy tale is that character who either directly suffers from 
the action of the villain in the complication (the one who senses some kind 
of lack), or who agrees to liquidate the misfortune or lack of another 
person. (50) 

The narrative structure of the "Cologne Epode" hints at many of the functions of the 

folktale. The male narrator is portrayed as both the hero and the villain in the schema of 

the folktale. 

In Propp's model the victim violates an interdiction and leaves the home (26-27). 

We can assume this is the case with the maiden in the "Cologne Epode" (II 28-29).^^ 

Therefore, we can postulate a beginning to the poem; the narrator comes upon a maiden, 

wandering alone. Next, according to Propp's schema, the villain attempts to get 

information about the victim and succeeds (28-29). We can assume that the dialogue 
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within the narrative of the "Cologne Epode" begins at this point in Propp's .schema. The 

story so far has led us to believe that the maiden is the hero, but it is the narrator who will 

express a lack; he needs the maiden .sexually. Simultaneously, in the "Epode," the 

narrative flips and the narrator is no longer the villain but the hero. For at this juncture in 

the model, either the hero is harmed or he expresses a lack (29-35). The hero then makes 

the lack known and his very presence fulfills the next two funcfions implicitly; i.e., he 

decides on countermeasures to get what he needs and he leaves his hou.se (36-39). There 

now comes the part of the folktale where the hero typically receives a magic item or 

helper (39-50). I do not believe this .section is relevant for the narrative as we have it 

today; perhaps, though, there is a missing invocation to a god or goddess (Demeter, 

Dionysos, or Aphrodite) which serves as the magical empowerment of the narrator. 

Finally, the hero and the villain, or more precisely, the personified representation of the 

hero's lack, join in direct confrontation in order to resolve the hero's lack (50-52). It is at 

this point in the narrative schema that the text as we have it begins. We are to assume, if 

we examine the extant text, that the maiden is finishing her rebuttal of the narrator's 

speech arguing for the fulfillment of his lack; indeed, the very nature of the narrated 

dialogue requires this reading. 

The remainder of the text follows Propp's model closely, if a bit more 

metaphorically than his subject material. In the ensuing commentary, the inner workings 

of the structure of the action in this poem will be delineated. Suffice it to say here that 

three functions are at work in the final (extant) part of the epode: the hero is branded;'''' 

the villain is defeated; and the lack is resolved (52-55). There are several other 

functions of the folktale that can follow the defeat of the villain, which is the usual 
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climax of the folktale (55-65); however, it does not seem likely that there are any further 

lines for this poem. It stands to rea.son, then, that we should assume that the "Cologne 

Epode" simply ends at the narrative climax. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RECONSTRUCTED TEXT 

rraiJTTav arrooxbiJEVos' loov 6E xbA|j[qxbv xi ooi. 

El 6 COV ETTEiyEQl KQl OE Bu l̂bs" lOuEl, 

EOXIV EV riMEXEpou n vuv MEy' 'i|JEipE[i AEXEOS 

KQAI I XEpEIVa TTap0EVOS' SOKECO SE Mi[v 

E160S ajjcovov E'XEIV xqv 6r) ou TToir|[oai (|)iAqv." (5) 

xooaux' E(t)covEr XT]V 6' Eycb avxaMEi[pbMnv 

"'A|j<t)ipE5ous 9uyaxEp, EOBAI^S XE Ka\ [ijaKapxaxqs 

yuvaiKos, 'T]V VUV yq KQX' EupcoEoo' i[x^\, 

xlEpvpiEs EIOI 0Eris iroAAa'i VEOIOIV av6[paoiv 

rrapE^ xb GETOV XPnM«' TCOV XIS apKEOE[r (10) 

xjauxa 5' ETT' qouxiris EUX' av }jEAav6r)[i [io\ yEvus 

E]yGJ XE KQI ou OUV 0ECO pOuAEUOOMEV" 

TTJEIOOMai COS ME KEAEQI" TToAAbv \1 [ETTOXpUVEl TToBoS-

0p]iyKou 6' EVEp0E Ko't TTUAECOV uTTO(t)[Auoai 

|j]f] XI MEyaipE, (t)iAr|- oxnoco yap ES Troq[(t)bpous (15) 

K]r]TTOus. xb 6n vuv yvco0r NEo(3ouAq[v |JEV cbv 

aAAos avqp EXEXCO" aia7, irEiTEipa d[\s TOOT], 

av]0os 6' aiTEppuriKE TTap0Evfiiov 

K]ai x«P'5 n Ttpiv ETTqv Kopov yap ou i<[axEOXE TTCO, 
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nPlns 6E [iijp E(t)nvE MOIVOAIS yuvn. (20) 

Es] KopaKas aiTEXE' [IT] xoux z(\>f\j av[a5 0ECOV 

ojircos Eycb yuvalKa xoiauxqv E'XCOV 

yEi'lxooi xapM Eoo|jar iroAAbv OE pouAp[Mai Aa^ETv 

ou] MEV yap oiix' amoxos OUXE SirrApr), 

f| 6]E |jaA' b^uxEpq, TTOAAOUS 5E TroiE'ixa[i (t)iAous' (25) 

6E]6OIX' OTTCOS Mq xu(t)Aa KaAixqMEpa 

OTr]pu5ri EirEiyoMEvos xcbs cboirEp f| K[UCOV XEKCO." 

xoo]aux' E(t)cbvEov TTap0Evov 6' EV av0E[oiv 

xqA]E0aEooi Aa^cbv EKAiva' paA0aKr| SfE piv 

xAaijvri KaAuvjvas, auxEv' ayKaAr^s EXCO|V, (30) 

0au]|jaxi irauoaMEvqv xcbs cboxE v£Pp[ov EiAbiJqv 

IJaQcov XE XEpoiv qtricos E(t)qv|;a|jqv 

f| 6' a]p' £(|)qvE VEOV qPqs ETtqAuoiv XPO ĉ 

Eycb 6]E ocoya KaAbv a|j(J)a(j)cb[jEVos 

xouMjbv a(t)r]Ka |JEVOS, ^CXVQT]S ETm|/au[cov xpixbs- (35) 

1 Campbell: xbAMlqoov Tro0E'iv 3 Campbell: iMEipE[i yapou 14 Campbell: 

UTro(j)[0avEiv 17 Campbell: 5[fi TTEAEI 23 Campbell: pouAo[|jai trapos 27 Gronewald: 

K[UCOV XEKOv; Sisti: K[UCOV XEKqi 31 Campbell: 5Ei]Maxi; Austin: 0au]Ma xi 33 

Campbell: TITTEIP 34 Campbell: atrav X]E 35 Campbell: AEUK]bv 
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CHAPTER V 

COMMENTARY^' 

Lines 1-6: 

These lines comprise the end of the maiden's speech. We see: (1) she wants the 

male narrator to "hold off'; (2) she offers him an alternative maiden, very 

beautiful and eager for marriage/sex. When we apply Bakhtin's concept of the 

dialogue to this narrated conversation these lines indicate that a previous 

conversation began with the male making a sexual advance. In response, she 

presents an example of the kind of behavior she would rather have the narrator 

practice, i.e., "holding off." We then can easily .see the image of the contest 

between the villain and the hero indicated in Propp's .schema for the folktale. 

Line I: 

rraiJTrav OTTOOXOMEVOS— Probably implies specifically abstaining from .sex. So 

it does in Aristophanes (Henderson, Maculate Muse 161). Also, TraiJirav is 

usually used with verbs that have a negative connotation (Slings, "Commentary" 

30). 

XOAM^TOV XI OOI—I adopt Marzullo's reading here (Slings, "Commentary" 27) 

becau.se it more clearly reflects the lost beginning of the poem, given the 

theoretical framework of Bakhtin and Propp. It makes good sense within the 

narrative for the maiden to suggest a model of behavior for the narrator since she 

does not wish to be subjected to his suggestion, which is made clear by her 
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statements immediately following this command. She presents the narrator with a 

choice; either abstain from .sex with me or take an alternative lover. 

Line 2: 

El o cov—Indicates a major transition in the argument (Slings, "Commentary" 

32). The maiden shifts from model behavior to the mention of a woman that 

would be able to handle the narrator if he really had to be satisfied immediately. 

ETTEiyEai Kai OE 0u|jbs l0UEi—It is clear that ©upbs has the implicafion of seat of 

passion here, given its as.sociation with the verb EiTEiyEai as well as with iBuEi, 

which calls to mind ithyphallic with its sexual implications. Throughout his 

speech the narrator denies this attribute. Instead, he portrays the woman Neobule, 

offered to him by the maiden, as motivated by passion in this way. The 0U|jbs as 

seat of passion also has certain connections with the body (Caswell 16-17). In a 

quote from Iliad 19.160-170, the fulfillment of the desires of the 0upbs is said to 

be connected with the nourishment of the body; the MEVOS of Achilles cannot be 

carried out by the passion of his 0u|jos alone (Caswell 17). The 0upbs, in 

Homeric terms, is the motivation for all activity, whether rushed or carefully 

considered, and the |JEVOS is the substance that incites the 0u|jos to action 

(Redfield 173-74). In the ensuing narrative, we find that the narrator is not 

concerned with the expulsion of his MEVOS merely because of his hasty desire. He 

is willing to be restrained and contrasts his own restraint with the passionate 

reactions of Neobule (Rubin, "Some Function.s" 139). 
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Line 3: 

EV qpexEpou—Unattested before Herodotus and always means "in our house" 

(Slings, "Commentary" 32). It probably implies some kind of familial 

relationship and the story of the two daughters of Lycambes, one of whom is 

named Neobule, has led critics to believe the maiden is referring to her sister, 

Neobule. 

ijJEipEi—Implies a desire similar to that attributed to the narrator by the maiden at 

line 2. Furthermore, we see exactly what the nature of Neobule's desire is at lines 

19-20. 

AEXEOS—I propose a stronger sexual reading than yapou because of the highly 

.sexual end of the poem (contra Slings, "Commentary" 33). "Bed, marriage bed" 

as seat of sexual activity .seems to be what the narrator is after. If it was marriage 

proper, then the compromise reached would have hardly been of such a sexual 

nature. At any rate, the context does not mle out a more sexually charged 

reconstruction. 

Line 4: 

KaAfj XEpEiva TTap0EVOs—I think this phrase is appropriate of a sexually 

attractive woman, especially given the next line's description of her appearance 

(E15OS aiJcovov). Also, this is the first time XEpEiva is used of the human skin 

(Slings, "Commentary" 33; Henderson, "Cologne Epode" 164). Perhaps there is a 

parallel to the .setting of the poem, "among blooming flowers" (11. 28-29); the 

vegetable fertility of the flowers and the fertility (though not a positive image) of 

Neobule at lines 26-27. The vegetable image is continued at line 17, where 
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Neobule is described as iTETTEipa, "over-ripe." At any rate, the maiden's attempt 

to make Neobule seem attractive is later echoed in the wholly negative images the 

narrator uses to describe her. 

Line 5: 

rroirioai (j)iAqv—Here I agree with Campbell's reading. It is appropriate that the 

maiden tells the narrator to make Neobule his (j)iAq, especially given the three 

.senses of the adjective (t)iAos. It connotes possession, the relationship of guest 

friends, which implies trust and respect, and a sexual pracfice ((J)IAETV, "to kiss; 

(t)iAq|ja, "a kiss") (Benveniste 276-281). These claims are countered, as is 

expected, in the narrator's description of Neobule. The maiden's speech is in 

dialogic relation to the narrator's. The narrator says that Neobule is not sexually 

attractive (II. 17-19), in fact, she is not even a maiden (11. 19, 22) as is claimed by 

the maiden-narrator (1. 4). She is definitely not someone you would want to have 

to trust as a guest friend, for it is implied that she is unreliable and two-faced (1. 

24). She would not even be "his own" in the possessive sense. The striking 

verbal echo of this line in line 25 (rroiETxai) definitely lends .support to restoring 

(t)iAous there, thus making her belong to many men. 

Therefore, the maiden has made an attempt to offer some other fulfillment 

for his lack. However, the only fulfillment the narrator can obtain comes from the 

maiden; this he makes clear through his careful response to all her attempts to 

transpose her status as villain/lack to Neobule at lines 16-27. See also the 

discussion of the vegetable imagery (I. 4) as the maiden's means of praising and 
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the narrator's means of debasing Neobule as well as the above .section (I. 5) on her 

.status as <\>\Xr\. 

Line 6: 

This line uses typical epic quotation frames to house a dialogue. For the 

implications thereof, .see the above section devoted to this issue (pp. n-lS)."*^ 

The dialogic situation, then, is firmly established in Archilochus and exemplified 

by this poem. 

Lines 7-8: 

These two lines serve as an elaborate address to the maiden, the object of the 

hero's quest. The force of the lines is to contrast the good qualities of the maiden 

with the implication that Neobule cannot be like either the maiden or, more 

appropriately, since they are both yuvaTKES, like Amphimedo. Perhaps 

Henderson's claim that the address has the force of carpe diem is tenable 

("Cologne Epode" 165). Nevertheless, the narrator is resolved to fulfill his lack 

and the response must be a dialogic answer to her proposal that the affair should 

not occur. The narrator focu.ses his closing arguments on the object of his quest, 

the maiden and nothing less. 

Line 7: 

'AM4)'ME5OUS 0uyaxEp—I agree with Slings that we can never know why exactly 

the matronymic is u.sed here ("Commentary" 35). I think the best possible 

explanation is the one offered above in the note to lines 7-8. 
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Lines 9-13: 

These lines further define exactly what the hero is after and are a respon.se to the 

maidens objection to full intercourse. We see through these lines that the hero is 

not pursuing a full coital act; but, rather, some arrangement that will be agreeable 

to both he and the maiden. Early on in the poem, either he suggested sex or the 

maiden misunderstood his request and replied that she did not wish to have sex. 

This prompts the narrator to qualify what it is he is after, i.e., what his lack is. 

There are many pleasures that will serve him nicely. 

Line 9: 

XEp(|nEs . . . 0Er)s TToAAa'i—These almost certainly refer to the .sexual pleasures 

of Aphrodite. This is further emphasized by the reference to the young men (1. 9). 

Line 10: 

xb 0E7OV XPHMOC—"The divine thing" implies the act of full coital intercourse. 

The whole poem revolves around the lack experienced by the narrator, a lack that 

is definitely sexual. It does not make sense that marriage would be the subject 

here. As Slings notes the young men certainly would not consider marriage a 

pleasure of Aphrodite ("Commentary" 36). 

xcbv xis apKEOEi—This is a dramatic device that focuses the attention of the 

audience on the motivafing factor of this composition, the lack of the 

narrator/hero. The exact nature of his lack is being narrowed down here. This 

statement also dispels any anxiety that the maiden may have expressed earlier 

(possibly I. 2); the narrator and she are not going to have intercourse. 
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Line 11: 

xauxa—Although there is a shift in number, the .sen.se of the line requires that 

xauxa refer to xb 0£Tov XPHMoc. Moreover, the fact that xb 0£Tov XPHMQ is an 

ab.stract noun allows for the possibility that it is u.sed collecfively or di.stributively. 

Therefore, the neuter plural can be substituted for the singular when a collective 

noun is the antecedent. 

ETT qouxiqs—The phra.se is a respon.se to the rash decision-making process the 

maiden thought the narrator was going to act upon in line 2 (Slings, 

"Commentary" 37). This phrase has an adverbial force like "calmly." 

|jEAav0r)i poi yEVUs—I think Campbell's restoration here is excellent. It is 

supported by many textual precedents (Slings, "Commentary" 37) and fits the 

sense of the passage well. The force of the statement is when the narrator grows a 

beard, they can talk about full sex; however, until then one of the many joys of the 

goddess will have to do. This reading also fits the poem into its logical 

performative context, i.e., youths were not allowed full initiation into the cults of 

Demeter and Dionysos. However both cults incorporated chomses of youths. 

The parallel here to only partially taking part in the .sex act until the proper age is 

reached is particularly informative. 

Line 12: 

OUV 0£cb POUAEUOOMEV—Contrast the rash manner of line 2, where the maiden 

thinks that the narrator's 0UMbs is the driving force behind his desire. The 

activities are fundamentally different, i.e., rational (1. 12) versus passionate (1. 2). 

We now .see the dialogic at work at a point where both portions of the text are 
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extant; his response here is meant to rea.ssure her so that he may fulfill his lack. 

She voices a complaint and it cannot help but influence his response. The 

implication of this line is that no passion will overrun his good judgement. 

Contrast the treatment of Neobule (II. 19-20). 

Lines 13-16: 

These lines serve as a definition of the exact parameters of his lack; this is what it 

will take to fulfill the narrator's quest. He has already assured the maiden that she 

is safe from any mindless act of passion and here, he clarifies what she can 

expect. He is very anxious and describes the upcoming encounter with a sexual 

metaphor of the city wall. The narrator pleads with the maiden and begs her not 

to begrudge him this favor. He calls her <^{XT\ and stresses once again the non-

coital nature of his request. His lack is clear as well as what must have been her 

initial fear, i.e., being impregnated. We can infer this from the responses the 

narrator carefully gives to ensure that the maiden understands the contraceptive 

nature of his request. The truth of this statement is corroborated by the invective 

against Neobule and lines 26-27, where the narrator also claims to fear an 

illegitimate pregnancy. 

Line 13: 

[1 ETTOXpUVEl TTb0os—I agicc with Campbell's reading here. It seems that at this 

point in the story, the narrator is very anxious to achieve his goal. This statement 

is emphasized by the preceding adverbial usage, TTOAAOV. The narrator is so 

enraptured that he will do whatever the maiden wants (first half of this line) in 

Older to fulfill his lack. 
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Line 14: 

0piyKou 5' EVEp0E Kai TTUAECOV UTTO(|)Auoai—Perhaps, as Slings says, there is a 

zeugma here with EVEp0E and the two nouns ("Commentary" 39). I think EVEp0E 

is more appropriately taken as the postposition of only Bpiyxou and that 

TTUAECOV must be taken with the infinitive. This statement is obviously 

metaphorical and 0piyKou ("the top stones in a wall") could represent the 

maiden's breasts or, perhaps her hind-quarters as it is u.sed in Aristophanes 

(Henderson, Maculate Muse 199-200). The implications of this image, whether 

breasts or posterior, still allow for a non-coital interpretation and fits with the 

narrator's expressed avoidance of full sexual intercourse. At any rate, EVEp0£ 

0piyKou amounts to an adverbial usage indicating the place where. I follow 

Slings' reconstmction of UTTO(t)Auoai ("Commentary" 39), "to boil on or over," 

becau.se I think it fits the context and mirrors the final image of the poem. 

Line 15: 

jjfi XI pEyaipE—The force of the negated imperative amounts to an imprecation 

of the maiden by the narrator that she fill his lack. The indefinite, xi, refers to the 

infinitive of line 14 and explains the odd parallelism of lines 14-15. The Ka'i links 

the adverbial use of EVEp0E 0piyKOU and xi, which is explained by the infinitive 

phrase. 

(^{XY\—The narrator now expres.ses his respon.se to the maiden's suggestion that 

he take Neobule as a (t)iAq (I. 5). He does not want Neobule, because she is not 

able to be truly (j)iAq.̂ ^ The real object of his desire is the maiden whom he 
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considers to be <^'\XT] and with whom he will contrast the ba.se Neobule (especially 

lines 24-25). The narrator's lack can only be filled by a woman that is (j)iAq. 

oxnoco y a p ES TToq(t)bpous—The force of y a p here is explanatory; the narrator 

further explains the nature of his desire and the assurance he gives to the maiden 

that there will be no coitus. The implication of oxqoco is either a nautical or 

hippie metaphor; whichever it is, it still assumes no actual penetration (Slings, 

"Commentary" 39). When taken with the ensuing prepositional phrase, the 

maiden's fear of full intercourse is allayed and the image is of landing on (if 

nautical) or of running through (if hippie) the mons veneris (Slings, 

"Commentary" 39; Henderson, Maculate Muse 135). 

Lines 16-23: 

These lines offer a respon.se to the maiden's suggestion that the narrator have .sex 

with Neobule (1. 5). This invective is a .scathing attack on Neobule and can be 

understood as the narrator's explanation of why Neobule will not fill his lack. 

The narrator says that another can have her and that he wants the maiden. The 

praise heaped upon Neobule by the maiden is answered by the narrator and it is 

made clear that Neobule could not possibly fill his lack. The narrator needs a 

woman who is (t)iAq, like the maiden (1. 15); in this section of the poem, the 

narrator completely denies any possibility that Neobule could be (j)! Aq.'*'' 

Line 16: 

xb 6r| vuv yvco0i—This phra.se amounts to an announcement (Slings, 

"Commentary" 40). It serves as a transition in the narrator's dialogic structure of 

respon.se. He has just finished addressing one of the maiden's concerns and now 
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moves on to another, i.e., the maiden's .suggestion that he have his way with 

Neobule. 

Line 17: 

TFETTEipa ois xooq—I follow West's restoration of the line ba.sed on fragment 

242 of Flesychius, who attributes this expression to Archilochus (West, "Two 

Notes" 48). If she is "over-ripe,"'*^' it makes sense that she would be twice as old 

as her sister, the desirable maiden. This restoration also reinforces the narrator's 

claim that Neobule is undesirable and will not do to fulfill his quest. As he says, 

"let .some other man have her" (beginning of this line). 

Line 18: 

avBos 6 OTTEppuqKE TTap0Evriiov—This expression refers not to virginity but to 

Neobule's loss of her youth and the beauty thereof (Slings, "Commentary" 41-

42). The vegetable imagery is continued with the verb ccTTEppuqKE, which is used 

of leaves falling from trees (Slings, "Commentary" 42). The image expands on 

the idea inherent in rtETTEipa (1. 17). It is a direct response to the image in line 4 

where the maiden says that Neobule is XEpEiva. The narrator follows the plant 

metaphor and overturns it to show the true nature of Neobule. 

Line 19: 

Xapis—Neobule has lost the attractiveness that she once had. She is no longer 

the same kind of female the maiden describes in lines 3-5. 

Kopov—Neobule cannot get enough, there is no satiety for such a woman. This 

image makes Neobule sound more like the maiden's description of the narrator at 

line 2. The narrator responds to the maiden's accusation that he is acting rashly 
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(I. 2) by saying that he is not, that he is carefully considering and restraining his 

desires (II. 9-13). In fact the person who is acting rashly and without measure is 

Neobule (cf I. 20). 

Line 20: 

nPns • . . MEXp—This .sentiment further confirms the ideas presented in the 

previous line. This yuvq (in contrast to the maiden) has the restraint of a youth; 

i.e., she has no restraint. The maiden acts more like a yuvq than Neobule, who is 

a yuvq. This contrast is begun when the narrator mentions the maiden's noble 

mother, whom the maiden is emulating and to whom Neobule's character is 

opposite."*^ 

MaivoAis—She is frenzied and cannot control her passions, unlike the narrator. 

The force of this word is similar to the preceding phrase, r)Pqs 5 MExp'. 

Line 21: 

ES KopaKas OTTEXE—"Go to Hell!" This is said to Neobule and confirms the 

narrator's conception of her as undesirable. He cannot fulfill his quest with 

Neobule. 

[ir\ xoux' E(J)ETX' ava^ 0Ecbv—A prayer to Zeus that he never send such a bane 

upon him as Neobule. I follow Marcovich's reconstruction here (Slings, 

"Commentary" 29); it seems to make better sense than other readings I have 

considered because such a prayer reinforces the contempt the narrator has for 

Neobule. It echoes the .sentiment expressed in ES Kopaxas CXTTEXE. 
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Line 23: 

yEixooi xapM Eoopai—This is the effect of line 22 ("having such a woman"), 

the narrator will be an object of ridicule in his community. Since Neobule is not 

(t>iAq, his <\)\\o\ would not accept the relationship. The force of (t)iAos is a term 

that admits clo.se group relations and the ways in which friends should act 

(Benveniste 277). If the narrator admits such a woman (one who is not (t)iAr), 

i.e., who does not act as a (\>'\XT] should act) into his group, the real (|)iAoi would 

recognize the transgression and ridicule him. 

TToAAbv OE pouAoMai AOPETV—Here, I follow Slings' reading, because the .sen.se 

requires an infinitive (Slings, "Commentary" 43). He wants to embrace the 

maiden sexually, not Neobule. The object of the narrator's quest is thus explicitly 

stated. The infinifive is paralleled in line 29, the beginning of the consummation 

of his quest. 

Lines 24-25: 

These lines contrast the two women in the poem (Rubin, "Some Functions" 141). 

The maiden is spoken of in terms of degradation of Neobule. Neobule is 

described as not at all (t)iAq and the implication is that the maiden is (t)iAq.'*^ The 

object of his quest, then cannot be a woman like Neobule who is not (j)iAq. The 

only fulfillment the hero can have springs from a woman who is <^'\Xr\. Thus, the 

narrator declines the maiden's earlier offer of another woman and says that only 

the maiden will be acceptable. 
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Line 24: 

oux' cxTTioxos OUXE 6iTrAbq—The maiden is here .so described. She is "neither 

unreliable nor two-faced" (cf frag. 184 West); these characteristics are tho.se of 

woman who is not 4)1 Aq. See the di.scussion of (t)iAos in the note on line 5. 

Line 25: 

q 6E . . . 6E—This .sets up a strong contrast between the maiden and Neobule. 

o^uxEpq—The maiden is much more desirable than Neobule in her state of 

being ^\XT]. The contrast is clear, given the following following description of 

Neobule. 

TToAAous 6E TToiETxai (t)iAous—These words confirm Neobule's description at 

line 19. She cannot get enough: she is ruled by her passions and she is truly a 

<\>\Xr\ to no one man. This is di.scussed further in the note on line 5. 

Lines 26-27: 

These two lines form a point of contrast between Neobule and the narrator. 

Moreover they directly respond to both a fear of the maiden's and her concern 

that the narrator was acting rashly (1. 2). In order to prove that he is afraid of 

impregnating her and at the same time against rash action, he concludes his 

speech with these two lines. These lines also serve as a contrast to the character 

of the narrator, who is opposed to rash action, and Neobule, who always acts on 

her passions (Rubin, "Some Funcfions" 139). 

Line 26: 

5E5OIX—This is an expression of real fear (Slings, "Hasty Mind" 287). The 

narrator, like the maiden, does not want to worry about unwanted children. This 
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is one of his arguments for consummating a les.ser kind of union than full sexual 

intercourse. His lack does not require coital fulfillment. This interpretation 

depends on the reconstruction of XEKCO at line 27. 

Line 27: 

OTTOuSq ETTEiyb|JEVos—The narrator repeats the description of him.self by the 

maiden (1. 2) to emphasize that he is also oppo.sed to hasty actions in response to 

the passions. If anyone would act that way, it would be Neobule. Certainly the 

narrator would not want that kind of female. He is concerned with a maiden who 

is (t)iAq, i.e., the maiden in the poem. 

cooTTEp f) Kucov—Is a reference to the well known proverb, which possibly was 

borrowed from Near Eastern (Assyrian) cultures (Moran 17-19; Bremmer 28). 

XEKCO—The first person must be read here. The idea is that the narrator does not 

want to be the same kind of passionate person that Neobule is. The simile is 

directly applied to the narrator, but it is al.so implied for Neobule. There is much 

debate concerning the reconstruction of this line. " I feel that the statement must 

be the narrator's so that he can express his reasons for avoiding the full coital 

act. 

Lines 28-35: 

These are the climax of the poem. First, literally, the lines describe a sexual 

encounter that ends in the orgasm of the narrator. Second, within Propp's model 

of the folktale, these lines describe the narrator/hero obtaining the object of his 

quest. Many have suggested the parallel of the Dios Apate of Iliad 14 as a 

possible model for this scene (Henderson, "Cologne Epode" 165-66; Fowler 28-
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29; Van Sickle, "Erotic Fragment" 142). Rather than a direct parallel or imitation. 

I think that the .scene is one of a type that is appropriate to describe .sexual 

encounters (Fowler 28-29). Like Flera in the Iliad story, the text here seems to 

suggest that the maiden is a willing participant in the affair. 

Moreover, the poet's u.se of the word MEVOS to describe the .seminal fluid 

calls to mind the debate in the poem between rational, calm action and 

impassioned, emotional reaction. The expelling of JJEVOS implies a release of 

passion and at the same time it is tied up in rational discour.se. One suspects that 

the idea is one of satiating the passions by a marginalized use of them, until it is 

the right time to fully experience xb 0E7OV XPHM^. 

Line 28: 

xooaux E(t)cbvEOV—Again we see the quotation frames that assure us that there 

is, in fact, a reported dialogue. See the note on line 6. 

Lines 28-29: 

EV av0EOiv xqAE0aEoai . . .EKAiva—A typical location for .such scenes (Slings, 

"Commentary" 45; West, "Ludens" 218). Interestingly, the word xqAE0aEoai is 

an epicism, perhaps drawing the audience's mind toward Homer's depiction of 

the Dios Apate (Slings, "Commentary" 45-46). 

Line 29: 

AaPcbv—lias a typically .sexually aggressive meaning, but not necessarily used of 

violence (Henderson, Maculate Muse 156 n. 25). I suggest the same usage for the 

reconstructed AapETv at line 23. 
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Line 30: 

XAaivq KaAuvpas—This image indicates sexual possession (Slings, 

"Commentary" 46). The image is softened by the adjective (1. 29) MaA0aKr), 

which modifies xAaivri. The image is also evocative of Zeus' surrounding of 

him.self and Hera in a sort of cloak of clouds (Henderson, "Cologne Epode" 166; 

Fowler 28). 

OUXE'V ayKoAqs E'XCOV—The narrator here cradles the neck of the maiden in the 

crook of his arm. This reflects an archaic artistic depiction of the Homeric Dios 

Apate in which Zeus cradles the neck of Hera (Van Sickle, "Antinote" 227-228). 

Line 31: 

0au|jaxi—I reject Campbell's reconstruction of the line in favor of a slight 

alteration of Austin's 0au|j(x xi (Slings, "Commentary" 29). Given the diction in 

this .section (xcos COOXE, this line, and qtricos, line 32), it hardly seems likely that 

the maiden would be "stopped" in fear. It .seems clear that the maiden is a willing 

participant. 

xcos COOXE VEppov—The force of the simile here is more of apprehension rather 

than fear; i.e., the maiden is not exactly like a frightened fawn, but more like one 

whose fear is tempered by curiosity. The image is of surpri.se rather than fear, 

then. 

Line 32: 

qTTico^ Suggests that there was at least no resistance from the maiden and 

probably rules out rape (Slings, "Commentary" 48). 
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E(t)qv|;a[jqv—This word is typically used of sexual groping in Aristophanes 

(Henderson, Maculate Muse 129). 

Line 33: 

q 6 ap'—I follow Slings' reconstruction here ("Commentary" 49). It stres.ses the 

participation of the maiden. 

VEOV r)Pqs ETTqAuoiv xpba—Aristophanes uses qpq sexually of a woman's 

youthful bloom (Henderson, Maculate Muse 154). The image of an approach is 

the proper sen.se of EtrqAuoiv and, with r)Pqs as its object, EtrqAuoiv should be 

taken as in apposition to VEOV . . . xpooc (Rubin, "Some Functions" 140). 

Line 34: 

Eyco 6E—I prefer Snell's reconstmction of the line (Slings, "Commentary" 30, 

49) because it signifies the transfer of action from the maiden to the narrator. 

a|j(j)a(|)cb|JEVOs—This is a typical epic usage (Slings, "Commentary" 49). 

Line 35: 

xou|jbv—I follow Van Sickle's reconstruction here (Van Sickle, "Erotic 

Fragment" 151). Campbell's reconstruction is unlikely and is a far too concrete 

image (West, "Ludens" 217; contra Slings, "Commentary" 50). 

a(j)riKa MEVOS—Here, only at the very end of the poem, do we see the desire and 

the passion of the narrator fulfilled.^^ This word has many associations with the 

intellect (Nagy, Comparative Studies 266-67; Van Sickle, "Erotic Fragment" 

148). The MEVOS is the .substance that causes the ©UMOS to be aroused in the first 

place.̂ "^ As Foucault points out, the expulsion of sexual fluids indicates a loss of 

vitality (130-131); this loss, however, also provides for the absence of desire. The 
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polysemic image, then, denotes both an ejaculation and an abatement of his desire 

(Van Sickle, "Erotic Fragment" 147-148). The narrator has fulfilled both his 

mental and physical needs; his lack is no longer and he has triumphed in terms of 

Propp's schema. 

^avOqs—This word is frequently u.sed as an attribute of beautiful women (Slings, 

"Commentary" 50). 

xpixbs—I follow Campbell and Van Sickle because it makes sense that the 

image should refer to both hair of the head and of the mons veneris; the parallel is 

to lines 15-16. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

This reading of the "Cologne Epode" .serves as a unique means of interpreting 

Archilochus' poetry. We are able to see epic language throughout and the narration of a 

dialogue not unlike tho.se in Homer. The epode is especially helpful when we consider 

the notion of poetic interiority. Simply becau.se Archilochus u.ses the first personal 

pronoun, we can no longer assume that it refers to his own personal experience. I also 

hoped to show that the epode has a certain pre-literate, though highly poetic, character 

becau.se of its similarities to the structure of the folktale. Its dialogic context helps to 

explain why, how, and for whom this poem was compo.sed. The notion of the 

performative context, then, is called to the fore. 

In the above section (29-30) concerned with my theoretical approach, I argued 

that in Archilochus' oral society, it is necessary for the poetry to have resonance with the 

audience. The dialogue within the narrative must be extended to the community at large. 

Poetry, in an oral culture, is irrevocably connected to performance. The most logical 

occasion for the performance of Archilochus' poetry, then, is in the context of a cultic 

celebrafion; the many similarities of diction and theme between Iambus and Old Comedy 

suggest a common performative context. The two divinities most likely to be honored at 

.such a performance are Dionysos and Demeter, as I argued above (18-28). 

The thematic material of the "Cologne Epode" provides an excellent means of 

reconstructing a cultic celebration of Dionysos and/or Demeter at which the poetry of 

Archilochus would have been recited. The full ritual worship of these fertility gods is 
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reserved almo.st exclusively for married adults; the youthful members of the group did, 

however, participate, especially the girls and boys on the cu.sp of maturity (above, 18-19). 

The kouroi/-ai had a role in the chorus of festivals as the characters that live at once 

within and without the bounds of accepted societal conduct. The full exerci.se of one's 

fertility is reserved for the adults in archaic .society, while the youths are allowed a 

marginalized version of .sexual activity, as we see in the "Cologne Epode." The focus 

throughout the poem falls on the youthful characters, contrasting their morality to that of 

the only person explicitly referred to as gune (adult woman). 

The performative context of this poem, given its sexual nature, must reside in a 

cultic occasion of one of these fertility gods. The marginalized societal status of the 

youths applies equally to their sexual habits. As the narrator in this poem says, "the 

divine thing" is the only context in which the coital act is acceptable. The narrator and 

the maiden, the two speakers in the poem are, in fact, youths, and, therefore, must find 

some other of many pleasures to relieve the pains of the male's desire. The song, then, is 

a reminder to the youths of society of their duties; girls should resist the advances of boys 

until a safe compromise is reached and boys should be willing to compromise, to .settle 

for some of the many pleasures of the goddess. 

The commentary 1 have presented is one of many ways the poem can be 

understood. Multivalience is the one sure thematic feature of .such a fragmentary and 

foreign poem. As Van Sickle states after a similar attempt to explain the "Cologne 

Epode": 

At this stage in the study, however, each of the .several hypotheses 
deserves the fullest and most rigorous elaboration possible; though in the 
nature of things it is unlikely that any one mind will be able fully to 
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entertain more than one hypothesis at a time, so demanding is the 
hermeneutic activity. It is necessary for the mind interpreting to move 
constantly between hypotheses of the whole and appropriate conceptions 
(reconstructions) of the several parts, continually readjusting the ones and 
the others to bring them into fuller accord. (Van Sickle, "Erotic 
Fragment" 155 n. 51) 

It was my goal in this study to explain the poem in a context such as this. Through this 

fusion of many methodological and theoretical proces.ses, I wished to present a new 

reading and interpretation of Archilochus' "Cologne Epode" as well as an original 

contribution to the understanding of Archilochus' poetry as a whole. 
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ENDNOTES 

' All citations of Archilochean text are from Campbell's text unless otherwi.se noted. 

^ I have chosen this text because it is one of the most commonly available. 
Admittedly, this edition is an unusual choice in that it is less respected than a text such as 
West's (Delectus). However West's edition is somewhat less suited to my task, in that he 
often omits reconstructions which are uncertain, whereas Campbell has reconstructed all 
lost sections of the Epode. I will also consider other relevant reconstmctions. 

^ In support of his point. Miller quotes a .section (340) from E. Benveniste's Le 
vocabulaiie des institutions indo-euiopcennes. vol. 1. 

'^ For a more detailed account of the Hibeh papyrus, .see Slings ("Anonymos"), who 
gives a commentary and a summary of the various interpretations. 

"̂  For an example of this line of reasoning, see Rankin (Archilochus 40). 

'̂ For example, .see Snell's di.scussion of the poem in question (49). 

^ Miller paraphra.ses Sperdutti's (220) argument that the archaic poet was known as 
aoidos "singer" and not as poietes "maker." 

^ Miller paraphra.ses Havelock, Preface to Plato. Cambridge: Flarvard UP, 1963. 29, 
94. 

^ Quoted by Miller (Lyric Texts 14). 

'" For a similar sentiment, .see Dover (209). 

' ' Nagy argues that the narrative frames parallel those of epic but that they are optional 
(Best of the Achaeans 247). It follows from this premise that the majority of 
Archilochus' poetry would be presented in reported speech. 

'^ For more on the connections of Iambus with comedy, see below and Rosen. Also, 
Dover suggests that miming was a major part of preliterate song and that it points to the 
possibility of a stronger mimetic element in the archaic poetry (215-16). 

'"̂  Rosen also alludes to this argument (4 n. 16). 

'"* For an enumeration of citations and themes, .see West (Studies 37). 
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15 
Ro.sen then cites fragment 174 (West) to illustrate his point. 

The mimetic element of archaic poetry, while tantalizing, is largely without 
evidence. West, citing fragments 66-67 of Archilochus (his edition) and 78 of Hipponax, 
argues that Archilochus and Hipponax wore phalli much like that of Aristophanic actors 
(West, Studies .10). Regardless of the physical similarities, the thematic and stylistic 
similarities suggest a strong connection between the Iambus and Old Comedy. 

This is first expressed, again, by Dover and restated by West (Studies), Nagy (Best 
of the Achaeans). and Miller (Lyric Texts). 

It is worth noting that the drawn sword probably indicates the somewhat sexual 
nature of the .scene, especially given the alternate tradition that Odysseus bears a son by 
Circe. This provides a thematic relevance to the comic depiction and places the scene in 
a firm relationship with Old Comedy. 

I u.se "pre-literate" in the Dover's sen.se. See above, pages 9-10. 

I am arguing not that there is an "age of play" from which mythical period all 
culture is born, but that play pervades culture, that it is inseparable from culture. As 
Huizinga says: 

Ritual grew up in sacred play; poetry was born in play and nourished on play; 
music and dancing were pure play. Wisdom and philosophy found expression in 
words and forms derived from religious contests. The rules of warfare, the 
conventions of noble living were built up on play-patterns. We have to conclude, 
therefore, that civilization is, in its earliest pha.ses, played. It does not come from 
play like a babe detaching it.self from the womb: it ari.ses in and as play, and never 
leaves it. (173, emphasis his) 

'̂ Huizinga here paraphra.ses Paul Valery but gives no citation. 

^̂  Compare the famous example from the Oedipus cycle. 

^̂  For a summary of Ro.sen's arguments concerning the shared didactic pretense of 
Old Comedy and lambography, see above. It is interesting to note the strong cultic 
associations, especially with Diony.sus, that the Old Comedy has. 

^^ For a discussion of the ancient fertility festival as it pertains to archaic poetry and 
Bakhtinian ideas of the carnivalesque, .see Miller, Lyric Texts 25. It is hard to deny that 
the carnivalesque could be considered other than playful in Huizinga's sen.se. 
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25 
For a more detailed di.scussion of the complex meanings and the derivation of telos, 

see Gernet (28). There are obvious similarities to telea, di.scus.sed below, page 24. 

See al.so Miralles and Portulas, especially ch. 1. 

See previous survey (above, p. 22) of Calame's arguments concerning the khoroi of 
Dionysus and Demeter. 

28 
Also quoted by Miller (Lyric Texts 26). 

See above and Rosen. 

"*" Quoted by Miller (Lyric Texts 25-26) and West (Studies 24). 

'̂ See also Nagy (Best of the Achaeans 247). 

32 

33 

See al.so the above .section on the ancient biographical tradition (pp. 4-5). 

For a more detailed discussion of the play attitude in the cult of Dionysus, .see 
Gernet (64). For play in festivals generally, see Gernet (13) and Reckford (449); for 
associations with other divinities, especially Hermes, .see Miralles and Portulas. 

Al.so quoted in Miller, Lyric Texts 27. 

For the debate over the authorship of this and other works associated with Bakhtin, 
.see the Introduction to Bakhtin, especially pages 1-4. 

See Arethusa 26 (1993), which is devoted to Bakhtin and Classics. 

^̂  For the associations of this "blooming meadow" with the isolated scenes customary 
for such sexual activity, whether divine or of youthful vitality, see Henderson ("Cologne 
Epode" 163-64). 

38 See above on Bakhtin (pp. 29-31). 

"̂^ Though the branding does not physically occur, the maiden's mis-recognition of the 
narrator as a sex-crazed monster is analogous to the act of branding. 

"*" Since the villain in the "Cologne Epode" amounts to a personification of the hero's 
lack, the final two functions take place simultaneously. 

"" My commentary is greatly indebted to those of Marchovich and Slings. There 
insights are responsible for much of the textual analyses in my commentary and in my 
head. 
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" See also Nagy (Best of the Achaeans 246-247). 

See above .section on the cultic implications of the Archilochean Iambus (pp. 21 ffi) 
and the Conclusion (pp. 55 ff). 

See above on line 5. 

See above on lines 3-5. 

46 For the vegetable imagery of TTETTEipa, see the note on line 5. 

See the above note on lines 7-8. 

See the above note on line 5. 

See the discussion on line 5 as well as the narrator's address of the maiden (I. 15) as 
(t)iAq. 

50 See the apparatus of my text for the variants and Slings ("Commentary" 44-45). 

See the above note on lines 13-16. 

^ For further discussion of MEVOS, especially as it applies to the mental and physical 
proces.ses, see the above note on line 2. 

53 See the paraphra.se of Redfield in the above note on line 2. 
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APPENDIX 

TRANSLATION OF THE "COLOGNE EPODE" 

". . . totally abstaining; but dare to desire likewise. 

But if, then, you are urged on and if your heart is pressing right through you. 

There is (one) among us who now greatly desires the marriage-bed. 

A delicate, beautiful maiden, and I think that she 

Has a faultless figure; surely you would make (her) your dear one." 

Thus she spoke, and I answered her in return, 

"Oh daughter of Amphimedos, noble and most blessed 

Woman, whom the dank earth now holds. 

Many are the delights of the goddess for young men 

Besides the divine thing; .some one of these (pleasures) is enough; 

But this, in .solace, when my cheek is blackened. 

We, you and 1, will plan with a god; 

I will obey what you command of me; desire has me very anxious. 

But, below the cornice and boiling over the gates 

Don't begrudge me at all, my dear one; for I will keep to the grassy 

Garden. Now know this well: as for Neoboule, 

Let .some other man have (her); alas, she is over-ripe, twice your age. 

And her maiden's flower has fallen away 

As well as the charm which was in her before; for she still cannot get enough. 

But this frenzied woman exhibited the restraint of a girl; 
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Go to Hell! May the king of the gods not send this upon me, 

So that I, having such a woman. 

Will be a source of shame to my neighbors; 1 much prefer to take you. 

For you are neither unreliable or two-faced. 

You are by far more desirable than the one who makes many men dear; 

I fear lest I may bring forth dark and sinful things 

Just as a bitch, swiftly being aroused." 

Thus 1 spoke and I, having taken the maiden. 

Laid her down among the blooming flowers; and in my soft 

Cloak I enveloped her, holding her neck in my arms; 

I grabbed her, having stopped at the marvel, just as a fawn. 

And I gently groped her breasts with my hands: 

She, then, was exposing her fresh skin, the approach of her young bloom; 

And I, feeling every bit of her excellent body. 

Sent forth my strength, touching lightly her golden hair. 
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